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ete-A-  eteTT
What are your thoughts on the successful publication of our Newsletter
TINT.inc?

With the Director, TINT

 Newsletters are very important for any educational institute and it is good that the
Literary Club is doing it so well. I wish this Newsletter edition also comes out to be
successful and it continues with different editorial things and added up contents.

What technical skills do you think TINT students should develop apart from
the regular academics?

We have four technical associations such as the IICT , YUKTI , KAPILA, etc.. They are now
putting more stress on entrepreneurship. We are doing this very structurally and very
fast . We need to innovate and come up with interesting interdisciplinary projects. Team
spirit and team building is very much required . Only studying for academics and
passing the university exam is not sufficient.

The Newsletter of TINT has two issues ,this
is the 2nd issue and the 1st issue was very
successful in terms of publicity,
publication , we have spread it in different
forums . It was there in our forum as well ,
so this time they have come up with a
different kind of structure almost similar to
the previous one. They have the editorial
page , noted students from different
departments for their success , two pages
are there for the notable alumni, there are
write ups also and they have come up
with a puzzle also . This is a very good
initiative by the literary club headed by
Prof. Dr. Sayantika Bose Chakraborty and
the students from different departments.
So this way the literary club is really
progressing .

Dr RT Goswami
Director, Techno International New Town,
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How was the experience on being the nodal centre for SIH ? 

Being the nodal centre for SIH was really excellent.
When this opportunity was taken up we never thought
of its magnitude . It started on 22nd of August and it
was enormous . I am very thankful to the faculty
members and the student volunteers, they have worked
very hard. Everybody praised about the structure and
the way we organised and did it . When such kinds of
things or conferences are hosted , team building
attitude is very important. I am also very thankful to the
lady faculty , despite their being certain problems in
their home , they stayed overnight in college. We have
come out very successfully and this is the most
satisfactory part . Everything in SIH is very time bound . I
feel more students should participate in SIH , this is a
great learning experience for them because industry
demands such kind of things. From our college also two
hardware and two software teams went to the finals
and one team from the hardware won . It is a
competition there will be winners , but for us the finalists
are all winners .



rom-the-   ditor's DeskEF

LITWITS – TINT Literary Club is slowly, steadily, and surely surging ahead and kudos to the
students of TINT for this feat. Creative writing workshop by the well-known author Ayan Pal
was a grand success and the fervour of the students made the event worthwhile. The
resounding success of ELOQUENT SOULS – the first Poetry Festival at TINT was an event that
shall forever be etched in our minds for years to come. In the coming years we pledge to take
the activities forward with renewed vigour and excitement. 

I congratulate Team LITWITS for successfully bringing out the second edition of the college
Newsletter. I wish my beloved students luck in all their ventures.
A big shout out to LITWITS – TINT Literary Club.

- Dr. Sayantika Bose Chakraborty
Convenor, LITWITS – TINT Literary Club

 

With great pleasure and joy, we bring to you the second edition of the college Newsletter –
TINT.inc. The maiden issue was appreciated and lauded by all. A proud moment for Team
LITWITS as the Club enters its third year. Over 600 number of copies of TINT.Inc were
downloaded. Many of the students who were a part of the editorial team of the first issue have
graduated and have been successfully placed in multi-national companies of repute while
some have headed to pursue higher studies. We wish them all the very best in all their
endeavours. The juniors are carrying on the legacy and that is exactly how things are supposed
to be – a batch hands over the baton to the next.

As you flip through the pages of the newsletter, you get a
peek into the various facets of this institution that is
steadily progressing towards its way to emerge as a centre
of excellence. The institution was selected as a nodal
centre of Smart India Hackathon 2022, which was
successfully hosted from 24th to 26th August 2022. Four
teams from TINT participated in SIH 2022 at pan India
locations and one of them have secured a second position. 

TINT NC
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LITWITS- TINT Literary Club was formed two years back under the patronage of the Director
Dr. R. T. Goswami. After the successful publication of the 1st edition of TINT. Inc, with great
pride and honor LITWITS present before you the maiden 2nd edition of TINT.Inc with the dawn
of a brand new chapter. 

This year we celebrated 75 years of  Independent India. TINT. INC cherishes the ones who
made our independence possible. Freedom is hard to get, but we are blessed to have it. Let’s
appreciate everything we have and celebrate the great miracle of freedom.  

 We have exclusively chosen 'Kolkata' to be the theme of this edition of TINT. Inc. There is more
to Calcutta than brick and mortar buildings and  landscaped parks. We love the grand dame of
the British colonial empire and the city comes with a lion-sized touchy ego. The city thrives on
intellectualism and it is not easy to swim against this tide of thoughts and feelings. To love
Calcutta is to understand it and the only way to do so, is to feel the city, let it seep into your
blood, take over your brain completely until you start functioning nearly like a Bengali, and
finally steal your heart forever. Calcutta is about timeless leisurely habits like reading. Beauty
in Calcutta is scattered at every step with nearly every sight, sound and smell and in spite of
the broken, faded facade, its grandeur is apparent and undeniable. In this edition of TINT. Inc
we are determined to showcase how life rushes here and throbs through it's myriad colors,
depths and phases. 
 
We would also like to express our gratitude to our seniors for shaping the destiny of junior
students around you and helping them to grow and succeed! A huge thank you to all the
persons who contributed writing the wonderful and inspiring articles. We thank the college
administration with a special mention of our Director Dr. R. T. Goswami, Registrar Dr.
Summauli Pyne for their constant support. A big shoutout for the faculty members and
student's team of LITWITS. We are wishing to celebrate more and more successful publications
of TINT. Inc.
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StarryA                Affair 

Tanushree Pathak, CSE 4th year
Participated in the Entrepreneurship program that Techno
International New Town organizes every year since 2019. She had a
team, Trendy T-shirts where she was the CEO of that team. Their
proposal was to make customers satisfied with customized t-shirts.
They have received the certification from Global Jury and scored 3.75
out of 5 and got the first position within all the teams in our college.

Souvik Pramanik, 3rd year CSE.
Achieved the 1st place in HACKTONIX (HACKATHON conducted by
Future Institute Sonarpur) on the topic “Make something using
software or hardware-based, which is really needed for our future”.

Twinkle Chatterjee , IT 4th Year .
Invited to anchor at Springfest, IIT Kharagpur alongside successfully
publishing her first journal in IEEE Explore under the mentorship of Prof.
(Dr.) Raja Karmakar. She was the only undergraduate student who
started writing this prestigious research publication in her second
semester and later collaborated with professors of international and
national accomplishments in the research domain.

Suranjan Saha, 3rd year CSE
Participated and bagged the 2nd position in the Cyberthon event
organized by IEM during their tech fest INNOVACION 2022. It was a 5-
hour-long event. In the event the participants were given different
hacking challenges, from which they had to find the different
vulnerabilities of the system and then exploit them in order to get the
answer.



Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), “Hack-A-Day
2022” Kolkata Chapter.
Team “Bandhus” has secured 2nd Runner Up position in Hack-A-Day
2022, a hackathon for faculties, organized by ACM Kolkata Chapter.
Team members: Debraj Chatterjee (Assistant Professor, CSE, Team
Leader), Sidhant Singh (CSE), Souvik Sarkar (CSE), Rohit Kumar (CSE).
Track:  Smart City Administrations.

Selected to attend the ‘𝐈𝐧𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐝𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐲 𝐒𝐮𝐦𝐦𝐞𝐫 𝐒𝐜𝐡𝐨𝐨𝐥 𝐢𝐧 𝐀𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐨𝐦𝐲 𝐚𝐧𝐝
𝐀𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐩𝐡𝐲𝐬𝐢𝐜𝐬’ Organized by the prestigious Inter-University Center for
Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA, Pune) from May 16 to June 17,
2022, while she also completed a research training Program on ‘How
to use an AI Application for understanding and exploring the Lunar
environment using Machine Learning’.

ACM East India Hackathon
From a tally of 268 registered teams, 10 teams got selected for the
Grand Finale of hack-a-day (ACM East India Hackathon) which had 2
teams from IT dept, 10 teams, better to say 40 individuals showed their
best level of innovation in the stipulated 24 hours trying to impress the
judges. TINT. Mentors of the two teams were Prof. Ayan Chakraborty
and Prof. (Dr.) Mahamuda Sultana. 

Jayanta Banik has scored 328/340 in Graduate Record
Examinations(GRE) and 102/120 in Test of English as a Foreign
Language(TOEFL). He is currently pursuing higher studies in University
of California 

TINT NC

Farnaz Kazi , AEIE 4th year

Team SpiritTrex in Smart India Hackathon 
Team SpiritTrex has been awarded 2nd prize (Runner Up) of prize
money Rs. 75000/-, under the theme Travel and Tourism. In Smart
India Hackathon 2022.

Jayanta Banik , CSE 2017-2021
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Avirup Ghosh ,  CSE
Avirup Ghosh , CSE is pursuing MS from
University of Central Florida

Srija Das Gupta ,  CSE
Srija Das Gupta , CSE is pursuing MS from
University of Central Florida

Parvez Salim ,  CSE
Parvez Salim , CSE has secured the position
of Software Development Engineer in  UBS,
Houston, Texas, USA

AA

Abhimanyu Roy ,  ECE 
Abhimanyu Roy , ECE is pursuing MS in
Electrical Engineering, University of
Pennsylvania, USA 



Megha Banerjee , ECE 
Megha Banerjee , ECE is pursuing MS in
Applied Data Science Syracuse University,
New York, USA

Reetodeep Hazra , ECE
Reetodeep Hazra , ECE is pursuing MS in
Applied Data Science Syracuse University,
New York, USA

Aniket Saha , ECE
Aniket Saha , ECE is pursuing MS in
embedded electronic systems ESIGELEC,
FRANCE

Vineeta Gupta , ECE 
Vineeta Gupta , ECE  is pursuing MS in
embedded electronic systems ESIGELEC,
FRANCE

 Ankit Kumar Gupta , ME
Ankit Kumar Gupta , ME cracked GATE-2022 with
rank 2657 and currently pursuing MS degree from
IIT Bombay

TINT NC
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Abhishek Kumar Nirala , ME
Abhishek Kumar Nirala , ME is doing PG (2021-2022)
in Applied Manufacturing Management in Lambton
College of Applied Arts and Technology, Canada

Asheequl Irshad , CE
Asheequl Irshad got chance in “MSc. In
Structural Engineering” in “University of Leeds”,
“Cardiff University”, “University of Manchester”.

 Rishabh Kumar Mishra , IT
Rishabh Kumar Mishra was awarded the Spotlight
Award for exceptional performance in technology
department from Knowlarity Communications

Debanjan Paul , EE
Debanjan Paul , grabbed a package of 8
LPA from L&T Infotech

Pritam Mahapatra , ME
Pritam Mahapatra cracked MAT-2021 with
81.92 percentile and pursuing MBA
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পড়া�না কির নােতা, কির �নাপড়া,
�াস�েম ফঁাকা �ব� , আিম কান-ধরা!
সাদা কাগেজ এক দইু �লেখ যারা তারা িক ভােব িনেজেদর িব�বলদ!
কাগেজর এিপঠ ওিপঠ আঁিক-বুিক কা� আিম, হেব িক তােদর �বাঝার মুেরাদ?
�কােনা এক অজানা �ানী বেলিছল চ�িব�,ু
চঁাদটােক �চেনিন এখনও
চরকার বুিড়টা আজেকও বেস আেছ, �খােলিন সুেতার �দাকানও....
�চেটাখািন ভের যায়, কঁােধ কের িনেয় যায়, ম�েক পু�ক �বাঝাই,
আিম বাপ ুবুিঝনা , ছাইপাস খুঁিজনা, �লখা�েলা িচরকাল আবছাই!
�কােনা এক িনউটন খুঁিজেল মাধ�াকষ�ণ আেপল পরেত �দেখ,
ফল িনেয় �নাপড়া �রাধ কির আিম ওই আেপল �খেত �খেত।
আহা!
পড়া�না কির নােতা, কির �নাপড়া,
�াস�েম ফঁাকা �ব�, আিম কানধরা।
বাবা-মা ��ািনং কের �রেখিছল এক কিপ �উশিন,
�রাজ �রাজ �কিজ �কিজ হয়রািন, �পাশােলা না আর....
সে��েবলা শঁােখর সােথ �যই না �িন কিলং-�বল ,
ছ�ে� িগেয় কঁািচ িদেয় কা�য়া িদলাম কােরে�র তার।
পের যিদও মােয়র কােছ আদর ��প �পেলম িকছ�,
অ�কাের িসঁিড়েত পের কিপর মালাইচািক হেয়েছ িনচ�।
�িভেতও এক �কস, আর ভা�ােগ না,
িরেমাট-টা �পেলও চ�ােনল-�িল �যন যায় না!
�সই এক কথা বেল চেল টপ র�াে�র শালারা,
মু� হেয় �শােন টপ র�াে�র ওই কালারা।
বিল পড়া�নার মেতাই আেছ �লখা �য�িল আিম বুিঝনা,
অেহত�ক �জর�-কিপর কারণ�িল আিম খুঁিজনা!
কারণ,
পড়া�না কির নােতা , কির �নাপড়া
�াস�েম ফঁাকা �ব�, আিম কানধরা।
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ধরু ছাইধুর ছাই

 অিভপিসত ভ�াচায�� 
(3rd in self-composed recitation)

On 26th March,2022, LITWITS organised “Eloquent  Souls” to celebrate World Poetry Day.
The Poetry and Elocution contests, judged by eminent personalities, displayed the vast

talents of the TINT students



अपन ेशहरअपने शहर  
कहते है क� �कसी चीज़ से �र जाकर ही उसक� अह�मयत का पता चलता है….
�र जाकर ही तो याद� के गीत का वो धुन कान� म� और  तेज हो जाता है।
बस कुछ ऐसा ही है �र�ता मेरा और मेरे शहर का! 
मेरे शहर म� सब कुछ आम सा लगता था
पर शहर से �बछड़कर एहसास �आ क� उन आम सी बात� म� भी न जाने �कतनी गहराइयां �छपी थी।
टपरी के चाय क� उस �याली म� �सफ�  चाय नह� ……
शहर क� एक �मठास है | 
�य��क अपने शहर क� बात ही अलग है! 
मेरे शरीर को छूकर जाने वाली उस हवा म� भी एक सुगंध है , एक मदहोशी है…..
�या करे अपने शहर क� बात ही अलग है! 

उन रा�त� से जुड़ी �ई ग�लय� म� दौड़ते छोटे - छोटे ब��, 
सड़क के मोड़ पर वो छोट� बड़ी इमारत� , 
उस शोर गुल म� भी एक सुकून सा है ….
�य��क अपने शहर क� बात ही अलग है! 
बचपन के वो �दन कोई भूल ही नई सकता…. 
दो�त� क� यारी से सन े वो पल शायद ही कोई भुला सकता….
�ज़�दगी क� कड़ी से जुड़ा याद� का एक कारवां है,
जो मेरे आंख� को करता नम हर बार है || 

मेरे बचपन से �लपटा मेरा वो शहर है, 
शीशी म� �मलने वाली ख�� मीठ� गोली क� तरह,
�ज़�दगी क� ख�� मीठ� याद� का �पटारा मेरा वो शहर है || 
मेरे �दल के एक �ह�से म� समाया मेरा वो शहर है, 
बस इस�लए तो अपने शहर क� बात ही अलग है! 

�सफ�  मील� क� ��रयां बढ़ती ह ै
�र�त� कहां खतम होते है,
�सफ�  मील� क� ��रयां बढ़ती ह ै
�र�त� कहां खतम होते है , 
अरे वो �र�ता ही �या जो ��रय� के बढ़ने से �मट जाया करते ह�। 
आज भी अपने शहर वा�पस जाते है तो वही सुकून �मलता है
भावहीन चेहरा �फर �खल उठता है….
�फर वही रा�ते,
�फर वही ग�लयां,
शायद ना रहे ……
�य��क शहर बदल गया होगा
पर एहसास तो आज भी वही है , 
�या करे अपने शहर क� बात ही अलग है!

- Joyti Chowdhury 
(1st in self-composed recitation)
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I remember how she'd lured me in
With eclectic stories of pretty girls and villains with crooked grins.
Driving in anticipation , heart fluttering in trepidation;
She will have you risk it all , even your reputation. 

I bet she's the reason behind me tanking lately;
Why , despite trying, I lose focus immediately.
She throttles me , my drive and I keep pushing my responsibilities farther;
But ,what is love with no pain no suffer. 

Eyes glued on the phone for a new notification ,I hang on by her words,
Eviscerated of my own thoughts,
But I'm still undeterred.
Some mornings I do wake up and detest her with altruistic passion,
But again step right into the rabbit hole owing to my obsession. 

She feeds off my insecurities
How did she become my priority?
Is it 'cause of the desire to" keep up with world" or the FOMO that I got in return? 

Cross my heart hope to die
You can't say that I didn't try
But an enchantress she is and her hostage I am
Listless days and going to bed at 3 am;
Hooked on for immediate gratification
Seems like a simple calculation.
"Bad habit" , I'm aware 
But at this point do I really care? 

Who else gives me company the way that she does?
5 years ago I was debating on whether she's a blessing or a curse!
Now she's a habit and old habits die hard.

The acme of my devotion . 
Some call it Internet Addiction 
But I'd rather call it Cyber Stockholm Syndrome.
Cyber Stockholm Syndrome.
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Cyber StockholmCyber Stockholm  
SyndromeSyndrome

Shubhashree Saha 
(2nd  in self-composed recitation in self-composed recitation)



MonsoonMonsoon  
Who knew it'll be the last bus ride with you that day... 
It has been raining heavily since the morning of the first week of March . Again it was also a relief rain after
two days of scorching heat which is super weird. Unlike other days, I just opened the window and it's quite
difficult to open the windows of buses of Kolkata in the very first attempt. There was the magical chilling fresh
wind of yours which accompanied me all through my journey to Park Street. The bus stopped at Lindsay and
like every other time, I turned my head to the new market side. Beside the Grand Oberoi there's a little shop
which was selling sweaters then. Everytime I pass by that footpath I find a child in that shop who takes care of
the shop while his parents are on the road trying to catch only one customer by any chamce.And oh yes! the
muddy street beside the tea junction and the best momo shop was the reason of the anger of the fancy
people who entered the big restaurant opposite to the tiffin stall and I used to love how they entered with a
pissed off face. I was missing so many things there while I was in the bus and once I even thought of going
out and run to the hogg market and buy some jewellery again. I loved the smell of fresh showers back then
and the most attractive "chayer bhar" caught my glimpse through the heavy showers too.While I was caged
in the bus in the traffic with you I was so deeply and freshly starting to fall in love.

here's one amazing characteristic of you , each part of yours has got a new heart in it with a different soul .
After changing some vehicles when I finally found myself in front of the coffee house I spotted a difference this
time. This time I am holding your hand instead of my father but the magic spell of the smell of new books is
still the same. From visiting the idols of kumartuli on mahalaya to sindur khela in Maddox on dashami, I could
feel everything with you from that window side seat of the bus while returning. It was like overflowing myself
with tons of warmth which came with the chilling breezes after the fresh shower. It was like the city was
healing with every drop of water. The bus stopped and I started walking through the street of my flat. Then I
suddenly stopped by the cafe and walked in it. While having the day's coffee , I spotted the flower shop and
nursery at the opposite side. Every Friday a boy comes there to grab a bouquet of fresh white lilies for his
beloved. Returning back to my 2BHK flat, the silence in the noise of cars passing the roads far away amuses
me everytime. After all this "silent night " Version of you is sometimes not so visiting part of yours but it is that
much important for me. Every morning you're like "Come fall in love with me. "
"I am already so in love with u Kolkata"

- Abhipsa Chakraborty , ECE

Avijit Ram,  Aiml Rohan Adhikary , CSE

TINT NC
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Kolkata DiariesKolkata Diaries
Whenever I hear the name of Kolkata, a bundle of emotions circulates around my mind. The nostalgia
associated with the city cannot be expressed in simple words. Even among the chaos, if someone wants to
taste the flavour of real intellectualism, then Kolkata is possibly the most suitable place in the whole world.
Often referred to as the city of joy, it indeed justifies the title. We see that several cities have their own culture,
societal norms, traditions, but often most of them lack on one common thing i.e. soul. One debatable
scientific term is teleportation which is often used as a synonym of time travel. But, inspite of all disbeliefs,
even time travel is possible in the city of joy. Some old buildings of North Kolkata seem to be stuck in time.
Simultaneously, a few mile ride can bring us again in the concrete jungles of urban Kolkata. Each and every
season have their own mood in this city. Several moods can be justified by the fact that the city is home to
several writers, poets, musicians, sportspersons, artists, filmmakers, freedom fighters, revolutionaries etc.
Moreover, there is a saying that if we are unable to find our desired book in college street, then probably the
book is not available in the whole world. This justifies the legacy of the city. After all, Kolkata is one of the best
cities regarding connectivity. It has the oldest subway metro network in India. Moreover, it is the only South
Asian city to have a tramway system. Bus, autos, tram, metro, local train, steamer, yellow taxis, everything is
available along with modern app operated cabs.

Since the start of the year, people of the city indulge
themselves into several festivals irrespective of religion.
This is one of the most striking points about the city; people
of different religions and ethnicities coexist peacefully.
People do start to take several new year resolutions right
from the beginning of the year. Within few weeks, people do
indulge themselves in Saraswati Puja. Though it is a festival
for the students, but it is often referred as the Bengali
Valentine’s day. During the summer, one can enjoy the cool
breezes while roaming around the Ganges Ghats. The
Bengali New Year also marks the start of the financial year
for several businesses. This is followed by festivals one after
the other. But among all festivals, the greatest time to visit
Kolkata is during the Durga Puja. According to me, this is
the time when most of the Bengalis forget all their sorrows
for few days and enjoy their life to their fullest. Each and
every corner of the city lights up during these five days,
starting from the alleys of North Kolkata to the posh
locations of South Kolkata. Often, it is said that a Bengali
strives for fifty one weeks so that they can that particular
week of the year. 

- Soumojyoti Sett (ME)

The countdown for the next year starts just after the
immersion ceremony. Kali Puja is also celebrated grandly
in some parts of central Kolkata. Along with that,
Jagadhatri Puja has also gained importance in some parts
of Kolkata. After that, the penultimate stage of the year
sees another grand celebration in the form of Christmas.
This cycle continues again and again. I can say that all the
noticeable places of Kolkata have a separate place in my
heart. And for nostalgic people like me, permanently
leaving Kolkata is one of the toughest jobs. Concluding this,
all I can say is that after birth, I fell in love with my only two
things, my mother and my city, Kolkata."I am already so in
love with u Kolkata"

Abhik Dey, IT

Rohan Adhikary , CSE
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The Department of Information Technology
hosted a sequel of TechnobITes, a tech
cultural event on 4th and 5th June, 2022 in our
college campus. The events that were a part
of this mega event were QUIZ where
participants were from 30+ colleges including
IIT, CU, JU, etc, Esports which was an online
gaming event, Dance, where our star face was
Devlina Kumar, Music had Durnibar as the star
judge and Fashion where 11 colleges put their
best foot forward to win the prizes! Alongside
the cut throat competitions, we had guest
performances by Tapojit Mitra (@Harrybol),
Sreetama Baidya, Pablo, Rehan-O-Kolotan,
Laavanya Ghosh, Arijit Acharya (BAND) and DJ
Shaan. It was an indelible event to cherish as
a noteworthy college memory!

TechnobITes

Each year the MCA-BCA department conducts industrial training for our students. This year
also industrial training was done in Haldia .

Industrial Training



The Department of Basic Science and Humanities,
at Techno International New Town organised a one
day Science & Linguistics exhibition, Scintilla, on
22nd of July, 2022. The eminent speaker, Dr.
Debiprosad Duari, Director, Institute of Astronomy
Space and Earth Science delivered a mind-
boggling lecture on “The Final Frontier”. Students
enjoyed his session thoroughly. The 1st year
students of TINT along with some science-
enthusiast school students made this event a
grand success. Various energy efficient models,
recycling ideas, and green energy promoting
innovative designs were demonstrated. Eco-Brick,
plastic to fuel, Automatic Street light controller,
Walk-Pi Talk-Pi these were some promising entries
in the exhibition. All the guests praised the efforts of
the students and congratulated them for putting
their best foot forward.

Scintilla 2K22Scintilla 2K22

KRISTHI’ 2022KRISTHI’ 2022
KRISTHI’2022 held on International Mother Language Day. It was a event where we, the
department organize a photographic competition, an exhibition of Art and Craft, a competition
of Alpona. On that day we made a replica of Martyr’s Altar, and paid tribute to Martyrs.

TINT NC
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The Department of Basic Science and Humanities, at Techno International New Town organized
a workshop on “Enhancing Language Learning Skills by Games” on 3rd of June, 2022.  The
speaker, Dr. Atanu Saha excels in linguistic discourses based on digital pedagogical processes
and related to the attendees the importance of ELT (English Language Teaching) and
discussed how language acquisition is a continuous process that involves innovation and
skills. The speaker also foregrounded his idea of using simple games to learn basic English
Grammar and vocabulary skills that would aid engineering students in developing their soft
skills through hands-on techniques. Dr. Saha also elucidated the ways in which students could
program and devise their customised software and codify them based on their requirements.
After the enriching oration, the attendees were asked to download apps like ESL Game Plus
and Scratch in their respective devices and were taught to install, program and run their own
designs in their laptops. The attendees were found engrossed in this interesting session and
the speaker facilitated them and resolved their queries on a personal level and clarified all
their queries. The attendees thoroughly enjoyed the sessions.

LanguageLanguage  
WorkshopWorkshop  
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Tickle Your Mind

Using only addition, how can you use 8s to get the total of 1000?

There are 17 beads in a necklace with the largest and most
valuable in the middle. Starting from one end, each successive
beads is worth Rs.100 more than the one before (up to the middle
one), but starting from the other end each beads is worth Rs.50
more than the one before, up to the big bead. The whole necklace
is worth Rs.15,000. What is the value of the middle pearl?

Two men went down to the river. There was a boat that could carry
only one person at a time. But both the men crossed the river. How
did they do it?

Can you name three consecutive days without using the words
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday

Neeti puts into the basket one banana when ordered ‘one’, one
kiwi when ordered ‘Two’, one litchi when ordered ‘Three’, and is
asked to take out from the basket one banana and kiwi when
asked Four. A sequence of order is given as: 12342231124124213
How many total fruits will be in the basket at the end of the
above order sequence?

Mail Your answers to - literary.club@tict.edu.in
First 5 Students to send Correct Answers will get a Special Prize from Director Sir Himself
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SWAP & CODESWAP & CODE
Swap and Code the name sounds interesting
right? As the name sounds interesting so was
the event filled both with fun and learning.
Swap and Code conducted by the TINT
Coding Club was the first offline event after
the covid pandemic. From the last two years,
we as students were only able to witness
online events conducted by our coding club

CODEHUNT 2.0CODEHUNT 2.0
The ‘TINT Coding Club’ had taken the
initiative of organizing a competitive
programming contest “CODEHUNT 3.0” on 11th
May, 2022 through the platform named
Hackerrank. This was the first coding event to
be held offline after the two online ones. The
coding club believes that anybody can code
to improve programming skills by solving
various algorithms and involves its members
into various exciting contests and events. The
contest was all about enhancing the logical
thinking.

TINT CodingTINT Coding
ClubClub



LITWITS : TINT Literary Club
Eloquent Souls (26th April, 2022)Eloquent Souls (26th April, 2022)
On 26th April, 2022, Techno International New Town’s first ever poetry competition was organized by Litwits –
TINT Literary Club, on the occasion of World Poetry Day. A celebration of creativity, word art, emotions, and
some of the most famous poets from around the world and TINT. Even though, poetry in an engineering college
is quite unimaginable but We, the members of Litwits, with the guidance of our faculty members made it
possible as well as a huge success. 

LITOQUIUMLITOQUIUM

Litwits- TINT Literary Club presented “LITOQUIUM” to tantalize the literary faculties, to unravel the realms of
words and soar through the turns of phrases, to expand each other’s horizons of vocabulary and literary
knowledge! Becoming a huge success, we also presented LITOQUIUM 2.0 on 6th November, 2022.

 “Stir thy soul, set thy spirit ablaze” 

TINT NC
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TINT Photography Club

Every year we conduct a farewell event for the final
year student (Club members) and provide them a
certificate as an honour for being a good and active
member of the club.

FarewellFarewell

Photo walkPhoto walk
Photo walk is basically an activity of camera
enthusiasts who gather in a group to walk around
with a camera for the main purpose of taking
pictures of things that interest them. A few days
ago we conducted  a photo walk at
Kumortuli,Sobhabazar. Here, the renowned street
photographer Sankar Ghose was our mentor. We
got a lot of tips and tricks about 'how to take a
photo in a better way'. 
Member’s Meet : We meet time to time to discuss
and share our ideas on photography and
photography tips. We share each other’s work and
exchange views. Both faculty members and
students members of the club take part in the meet.

In all occasions that are celebrated in our college
we have an important role to play. Our event
photography team freezes the moments into their
camera as golden memories.

Event PhotographyEvent Photography

TINT Talkies

A Short Film Festival & Contest organised by TINT
Talkies, took place on 4th of march. Here the students
of TINT as well as the students of the other colleges
participated and made a short film of their own. The
top 3 short films were felicitated by the dignitaries.
This contest not only made students realise their
worth but also their area of interest and capability to
shine brighter. 

Shot StoriesShot Stories  

TINT won the trophy of appreciation for the play, "EKUSHE", composed, directed and performed by the students
of TINT Talkies- The Film & Drama Club of Techno International New Town on 29th of April. It was an honour to
perform in the category of "Invited Play" in Natya-Shastra, the theatre festival hosted by Sister Nivedita
University.

Play EkushePlay Ekushe
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HRIDMAJHARE : The Club
of Performing Arts

On 8th April, 2022 Basanta Utsav (Hey Nutan. Ronge Ronge Borsho Baran) was celebrated on TINT Muktangan,
ground by Hridmajhare- Performing Arts Club, TINT. The mesmerizing dance performance on the song “Murali
ke dhun” captivated the audience. Sayan Ghosh from Mechanical Department performed an instrumental act
which was highly appreciated by the crowd. Finally the performance on Rabidranath Tagore’s “Chitrangada”
was considered to be the most charming segment of the entire programme. A group of students and teachers
performed this famous dance drama. 
The melodious performance on the folk song “Assam jabo and Boishaker Bikelbalay” by the students again
grabbed the attention of the listeners. The event came to an end with the final performance by Swarnadeepa
Ghosh(CSE,3 rd yr) on the lovely song “Rang Barse…” 

BASANTA UTSAVBASANTA UTSAV  

On 9th May, 2022 “Rabindrajayanti” was organised by
Techno International New Town(TINT) in collaboration
with Sister Nivedita University(SNU). Hridmajhare- The
Club of Performing Arts of Techno International New
Town played a key role in organizing the event which
was celebrated in Arts Acre Campus. The event began
with the opening song “Akhash jure shuninu oi bajey,”
sung by faculty members and students of the college.
Shri Satyam Roychowdhury, Hon’ble MD Techno India
Group, Dr. R T Goswami, Director, TINT, Prof.( Dr)
Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay,Vice Chancellor SNU and
Sri Subhaprasanna Bhattacharjee illuminated the
event with their gracious presence. They paid a floral
tribute to Rabindranath Tagore. They also shared their
valuable insights with the audience on this auspicious
occasion. The audience was captivated by the
recitation performance on “Nayak Rabi” presented by
Shri Satyam Roychowdhury along with Prof.( Dr)
Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay.

RABINDRA JAYANTIRABINDRA JAYANTI
20222022

TINT NC
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In the last 6 months of the 2022 passout batch of B.Tech, MCA and BCA, the
Training and Placement Cell has conducted more than150 campus
recruiters rights. Almost all the major recruitments like Capgemini, TCS,
Wipro, Infosys, Cognizant, Amazon, Microsoft, Virtusa, Starlight, Mindtree
and many more are regular visitors for hiring TINT students. This year’s
highest salary package is INR 32 LPA and average salary package is INR
6.0 LPA.

Mr. Soumya Kanti Das 
(Head of Training and Placement, TINT):

Placement 
Bulletin

And Many More

TINT NC
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ditorial Team

Dr. Kashmi Mondal,
Asst Professor (BSH)

Prof. Sandip Bhattacharya,
Asst. Profesor, (ECE)

 

Prof Ayantani Bhattacharjee,
Asst Professor (EE) 

 

Deepshikha Biswas,
CSE, 3rd Year

Dr. Sayantika Bose 
Chakraborty 

Asst. Professor (BSH) 
Convenor, Litwits

E

Prof. Rajib Majumdar, 
Asst Professor (CE) 

 

Prof. Debraj Chatterjee,
Asst Professor (CSE) 

Prof. Nilanjana Adhikari,
Asst. Professor (CSE) 

Prof. Mousumi Kundu,
Asst Professor (CE) 

Prof. Dipanwita Ganguly,
Asst Professor (EE) 

Dr. Anwesha Dutta Ain,
Asst Professor (BSH) 

Prof. Barnima Ghoshal,
Asst. Professor, (BSH) 

Prof. Joyita Ray, 
Asst. Profesor, (AEIE)

 

Prof Moushumi Banerjee,
Asst. Professor, MCA 

Mr. Tinku Adhikari,
Technical Assistant (IT)

Prof. Hrishita Barman,
Asst. Professor (ME) 

Dr. Subhankar
Bhattacharya,  (ECE) 

Mr. Basab Mukherjee,
Librarian

Samksha Swati,
CSE, 4th Year

Siddharth Pal,
ECE, 3rd Year

Debopriya Basu,
CSE, 4th Year

Twinkle Chatterjee
 IT, 4th Year

Ramesh Pan,
ECE, 2nd Year.

Sreeja Mukherjee,
CSE, 2nd Year.

Trisha Saha, 
Data Science, 3rd Year

Basudha Lahiri,
ECE, 3rd Year.

Ritika Upadhyay,
AIML, 2nd Year.

F A C U L T Y  T E A MF A C U L T Y  T E A M

S T U D E N T S  T E A MS T U D E N T S  T E A M

Debabrata Batabyal, CSE, 
3rd Year

D E S I G N  T E A MD E S I G N  T E A M
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Abhik Dey 
IT 4th year


